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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper distributed system means a collection of computers connected by a local communication network. The computers and network are intended to form a system with personalized working environments, easy communication among users, easy access to special services such as mail and printing, continued operation despite failures of individual computers, and the ability to extend the power of the system in modest steps by adding new computers. A coherent distributed system is one in which all system functions are available at any workstation and do not require the user to know the physical locations of objects within the system. A fault-tolerant distributed system is one in which major components are replicated so that the failure of a single machine does not deprive the system of function.

Many distributed operating systems do not meet these goals. Some are nothing more than traditional designs with long-haul network software added on, as utilities, to manage communication with other machines. The machines are autonomous and the network is visible in the user environment. Users may have to know the locations of files, to move files among machines using file transfer protocols, to archive files and collect garbage on each machine, to use remote login protocols to gain access to services not available on a given machine, and to use machine names as components of file names and mail addresses. Such systems are fault tolerant but not coherent.

Other distributed operating systems are nothing more than a traditional design adapted by putting important functions on dedicated machines, called "servers," and using the network to simulate procedure calls that invoke them. Examples include name servers, file servers, mail servers, login servers, authentication servers, and printer servers. Such systems hide the machines and the network but the failure of a server can deprive the whole system of an important function. These systems are coherent but not fault tolerant.
The goals of distributed systems cannot be met without a redesign of the operating system's architecture. Various projects have studied pieces of the problem, notably Medusa [Ows80], StarOS [Jon79], the Xerox Star system [Smil82], Grapevine [Birl82], the Cambridge Ring [WilN79], PSOS [Neu800], and LOCUS [PepW81]. The Grapevine and LOCUS projects are the most significant among working prototypes in achieving the goals of coherence and fault tolerance without sacrificing performance. The PSOS project is the most general but has not been implemented.

The purpose of this paper is to set forth a model for the architecture of coherent, fault tolerant distributed systems that may contain different types of machines. The model will be presented as a set of functional levels that are managers of the various objects within the system. We will emphasize the conceptual framework rather than details. The new aspects are:

1. An efficient implementation of capabilities for distributed systems.
2. Placement of reliable process-to-process communication in a middle level of the design hierarchy.
3. A global name space for permanent objects, implemented with distributed directories.
4. An efficient approach to data type extension for distributed systems.
5. Integration of a large body of scientific work on systems architecture within a single model.

The "levels model," discussed here, differs from the "servers model" underlying systems like Medusa, StarOS, Cambridge Ring, Xerox Star, and Grapevine. The levels model focuses on the incremental hiding of the network and can accommodate systems containing dedicated servers. It is guided at all levels by two principles:

1. Efficiency. Each component should be simple and economical. A program that does not use a given function should experience no overhead from that function’s presence in the system. For example, procedure calls should incur cost for validating capabilities only when capabilities are expected; basic system types (e.g., files, directories,
and user processes) should be implemented using standard methods and not type extension; access to local objects should be more efficient than to objects on other machines; and the checks for a given error should not be repeated in many levels of the system.

2. **Verification.** Reasonable steps have been taken to verify that each level of the operating system meets its specifications. Run time checks need be included in system procedures only for conditions that cannot easily be verified a priori. Thus, system procedure calls must verify that expected capabilities are present because the user programs that invoke them may be unverified; but mappings from capability identifiers to objects can be handled directly by system programs without a central mechanism.

These principles are not independent. Hierarchical design makes verification easier; verification reduces the need for run time checking and thereby increases efficiency.

2. **OVERVIEW OF A MULTILEVEL OPERATING SYSTEM**

The principle of data abstraction — hiding away the details of managing a class of objects inside a module that has a simple, high-level interface with its users — was recognized early as an essential tool for maintaining consistency of resource allocation state information. (See [BenV66].) The principle can yield an integrated view of an operating system as a hierarchy of abstract machines from the base hardware to the user interface. The first instance of a multilevel operating system was reported by Dijkstra in 1968 [Dijk68]. The Provable Secure Operating System (PSOS) is the first complete layered system reported and formally proved correct in the open literature [Neul80].

Table 2.1 is an overview of a 10-level design that will be used in this paper as a basis for discussing coherent distributed systems. This model fits the programming environment principles of LINC [Buil76] in a framework like PSOS. A brief summary of the levels is given below. For the
moment we will assume that the distributed system of interest is a collection of machines run-
ing copies of this operating system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Objects</th>
<th>Example Operations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Electronic Circuits</td>
<td>Registers, gates, buses, etc.</td>
<td>clear, transfer, complement, activate, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Instruction Set</td>
<td>Evaluation stack, microprogram interpreter, scalar data, array data</td>
<td>load, store, unop, binop, branch, array_ref, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Procedures</td>
<td>Procedure segments, call stack, display</td>
<td>mark, call, return</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Interrupts</td>
<td>Fault handler programs</td>
<td>invoke, mask, unmask, retry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Primitive Processes</td>
<td>Primitive process, semaphores, ready list</td>
<td>suspend, resume, wait, signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Capabilities</td>
<td>Capabilities</td>
<td>create, invalidate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Local Secondary Store</td>
<td>Blocks of data, disk device drivers</td>
<td>read, write, allocate, free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Virtual Memory</td>
<td>Segments</td>
<td>read, write, fetch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Communications</td>
<td>Channels</td>
<td>open, close, read, write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Directories</td>
<td>Directories</td>
<td>create, attach, detach, search, list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>File System</td>
<td>Files</td>
<td>open, close, read, write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Devices</td>
<td>External devices and peripherals such as printer, display, keyboard</td>
<td>open, close, read, write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>User Processes</td>
<td>User process</td>
<td>lock, quit, kill, suspend, resume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Extended Types</td>
<td>Extended type objects (from programming language)</td>
<td>create, type-mark, create object, delete object, validate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Shell</td>
<td>User programming environment</td>
<td>statements in shell language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2.1: An Operating System Design Hierarchy.
Each level in Table 2.1 is the manager for a set of objects of given type; it provides operations for creating, deleting, and changing the states of objects. Levels 1-8 implement hardware-managed objects on each machine. Levels 9-14 implement the principal software objects provided by the operating system; most are sharable among all machines of the system.

The levels must conform to two general rules:

1. **Hierarchy.** Each level adds new operations to the machine and hides more primitive, lower-level operations. The set of operations visible at a given level form the instruction set of an abstract machine that can be used to program operations at that level. Hence, programs can invoke visible operations of lower levels but no operations of higher levels.

2. **Information Hiding.** The details of how an object of given type is represented or where it is stored are hidden inside the level responsible for that type. Hence, no information can be moved into or out of an object except by applying an authorized operation to it.

2.1. The Single-Machine Levels: 1-8

Levels 1-8 are called "single-machine levels" because their operations are well understood from single-machine operating systems and require little modification for multi-machine operating systems. The capability mechanism (Level 6) is an exception to this statement.

Levels 1-4 provide a basic machine with procedure calls and an interrupt mechanism.

Interrupt signals trigger automatic procedure calls on handler routines.

Level 5 implements primitive processes, which are simply the abstractions of processors. It handles multiplexing of available processors among ready processes. It implements semaphores and the wait and signal operations. It receives signals from external devices and gates them to private semaphores of device driver processes. (This level has a simple hardware implementation [Doe82].) Primitive processes are analogous to "system processes" in F508 and
"lightweight processes" in LOCUS. They are not to be confused with user processes at Level 13, which are the virtual machines containing user programs in execution.

Level 6 implements capabilities, which are object-pointers protected by the hardware. This level allows capabilities to be read, but not altered, and ensures they can only be presented as parameters to procedures of the proper level. Each object created by Levels 9-14 is addressed by a capability issued by the create procedure of the level for that type. Using a validate operation, procedures of this level verify that capability parameters of expected types and access are present on entry. The implementation of capabilities proposed here differs from others because there is no central mechanism for mapping pointers to their associated objects. Details appear in Section 3.

Level 7 contains the device drivers used to manipulate transfers of blocks of information between main and secondary memory on a given machine. These drivers provide a standard interface whereby higher level processes may insert block-move requests in a work queue for the device and be awakened when the transfer is complete [DenD01]. A device driver can be realized as a primitive process running in the device driver code.

Level 8 is a standard segmented virtual memory. A segment pointer is protected, either by tagging or by being stored in read-only tables. When we write

\[ \text{seg} := \text{OP(parameters)}, \]

we mean that the operation returns a pointer to a segment containing the result. Segments can be shared among address spaces on the same machine but not different machines.
2.2. The Multi-Machine Levels: 9-15

Levels 9-15 are called "multi-machine levels" because they manage objects that can be shared among the machines. Operations familiar from single-machine operating systems must be carefully evaluated for extension to multi-machine systems.

Hiding the maps between names and objects is a central principle in many third generation operating systems. It is responsible for the machine independence of the user environment. To extend the principle for multi-machine systems, the design must hide the locations of all sharable objects (channels, directories, files, devices, user processes, and extended types). This requires the solution of three problems: reliable exchange of information between processes on different machines, global naming of objects, and efficient access to objects. The first problem is solved by the communications level, the second by the directories level, and the third by distributing the interpretation of capabilities. These solutions will be summarized below and studied in later sections.

Level 9 provides a single mechanism, the channel, for reliably exchanging information between processes, independent of whether they are on the same or different machines. A channel appears to its users as a queue of memory segments; a read operation waits until at least one segment has been written into the channel. Channels have properties similar to pipes in UNIX [Ri74] and ports in IMIX [KoCu71]. Level 9 is the lowest level at which the communications level has access to the functions of the host machine needed to meet its reliability requirements [DenBo63, Cor2]. Details are given in Section 4.

Level 10 provides a global directory tree structure and a mechanism for ensuring that portions cached at each machine are consistent. Each entry of a directory contains a name, access list, and a capability. This level can find a directory given a directory capability, but is not responsible for locating any other object. Details are given in Section 5.

Level 11 is a file system extended so that it can open files that may be stored on other machines. Level 12 provides access to other devices such as printers, plotters, terminal keyboards, and terminal displays; it is extended to use channels to connect to devices on other
A standard interface for opening, reading, writing, and closing all files, devices, and channels is described in Section 6.

Level 13 implements user processes, which are virtual machines containing programs in execution. A user process includes a primitive process, a virtual memory, a current directory pointer, and parameters passed on invocation. User processes should not be confused with primitive processes (Level 6). User processes are described in Section 7.

Level 14 is an extended types manager. It creates protected type-marks and instances of objects of each type. Because it allows the same capability validation mechanism as in Level 6, a procedure call is no more expensive for extended type objects than for other system operations. Details are given in Section 8. Unlike Hydra [Wull61] or PSOS [Neub80], our model places type extension close to the user level. This is because of the efficiency principle: since we do not have to deal with the most general case deep inside the operating system, we can use standard implementations of common system objects. The level structure is a hierarchy of functional specifications. The purpose is to impose a high degree of modularity and enable incremental verification, installation, and testing of the software. A program at a given level may directly call any visible operation of a lower level; no information flows through any intermediate level. The level structure can be completely enforced by a compiler, which inserts procedure calls or expands functions in-line [HabF76]. It has been used, among others, an efficient operating system, XINU, for a small distributed system based on LSI 11/02 machines [Ceme82].

The level structure discussed here should not be confused with the layer structure of network protocols [Tarin81]. In network protocols, information is passed down through all the layers on the sending machine and back up through all the layers on the receiving machine. Each layer adds overhead to a data transmission, whether or not that overhead is required. Models for long-haul network protocol structure may not be efficient in a local network [PepW81].

No one level is capable of efficiently hiding the locations of all objects in a distributed system. For example, the file system must know whether a given file is local or not to be able to perform the most efficient read and write operations. The device level must know the machine
to which a given device is connected. The user process level must know whether a given process is to be spawned on the current machine or another. A single central mechanism cannot do all this efficiently. Accordingly, we are led to the principle that each level is responsible for hiding the location of the objects it manages. In turn, this leads to the principles of distributed capabilities that will be defined and illustrated in the next sections.

3. DISTRIBUTED CAPABILITIES

There are four generic requirements on capabilities [Den66, Fabr74, Wil77, WuL81]:

1. A capability acts like a general virtual address for an object.

2. The holder of a capability is presumed to have permission to access an object as enabled by access rights in the capability.

3. Capabilities are a low-level tool for implementing data abstraction. They are not visible in user environments, but are images of syntactic structures expressible in the programming language.

4. Hardware must prevent capabilities from being altered and must assure that only the authorized operations are applied to objects denoted by capabilities.

All previous implementations of capabilities take advantage of the shared memory in a single-machine operating system. They are based on a central mechanism that maps a capability to the descriptor block of the object it denotes. The mappings can be implemented by extensions of virtual memory addressing schemes [Den76].

The concept of a central mapping scheme is incompatible with a distributed system whose component machines may fail. We need instead a method that allows distributing both the objects and the ability to interpret capabilities pointing to them. Distributed interpretation is achieved by allowing each level to read the contents of validated parameter capabilities. Distri-
Distributed objects are achieved by establishing search rules whereby a machine can find a nonlocal object. These aspects are discussed in the next two subsections.

3.1 Distributed Capability Structure and Interpretation

Our method of distributed interpretation is inspired by the Morris model of sealing and unsealing objects [Morris73] and the Dennis model of protecting capabilities with a tagged architecture [Dennis80]. The Morris model requires no central control; the Dennis model requires no changes in compiler technology.

A basic capability consists of three parts: (type, access, identifier). It is stored in a memory word whose tag field is set to "cap". The simplest form of tag is a single bit: 1 denotes "cap", 0 denotes all other types. The type field indicates the type of object; the ten type-marks discussed later are listed in Table 3.1. We will use the notation "T_cap" (e.g. file_cap) to denote a capability of type "T" where "T" is one of the abbreviations in the table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Type mark</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>channel</td>
<td>ch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>open channel</td>
<td>op_ch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>directory</td>
<td>dir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>file</td>
<td>file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>open file</td>
<td>op_file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>device</td>
<td>dev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>open device</td>
<td>op_dev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>user process</td>
<td>up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>type</td>
<td>type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>extended type</td>
<td>ext</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 3.1: Capability Type Marks and their Abbreviations

The access field defines which operations of the object's level may be applied to the object. The identifier field contains a unique address for the object. Levels 8-13 in the operating system are type managers for objects known to the system; their representations are accessible only to
the procedures that compose their type managers. Additional user-defined types are managed by Level 14. The method of known-types increases efficiency by circumventing the generality of the extended type manager when these objects are manipulated.

A capability can be issued only by a create-object procedure, using the CR_CAP instruction to be described below. The type-mark comes from the program status word (PSW), which is set from the procedure descriptor by the call instruction. Only the create-object procedures have non-null type-marks in their procedure descriptors. The general form of the create-object call is

\[ T\_\text{cap} := \text{CR}_T(). \]

The create procedure allocates space for a new object of type \( T \), puts a descriptor block for it in a heap of descriptor blocks owned by the \( T \)-object manager, and returns a \( T \)-capability whose identifier can be mapped to the descriptor block.

Figure 3.1 illustrates these principles with an object manager authorized to create objects of two types, \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \). The file system is an example: it can create capabilities for files (file_cap) and for open files (open_file_cap). The figure shows that the object \( x_1 \) is in the local virtual memory and the object \( x_2 \) is in a segment in the local secondary store. The object \( x_3 \) has no descriptor, which means it is not local and must be searched for on another machine if someone presents a capability for it.

Because the hardware prohibits altering a capability, and because the object descriptors are private to the object manager, the holder cannot alter a capability or use it to locate an object. A user program may extract the fields of a capability but they are of little use unless a capability for the segment containing the descriptor blocks is available. Normally, this segment capability is private to the object manager.

The holder can present a capability to a procedure in the object manager, which will perform an operation on the object denoted. Corresponding to each parameter expected to be a capability, the called procedure contains a VALIDATE instruction (described below), which checks that the actual parameter is a capability of the required type and its access field authorizes the...
FIGURE 3.1: Principles of distributed capabilities.
call. The procedure in the the object handler can then use the various fields of the capability 
(e.g. the identifier field) directly as it might use the elements of an aggregate data type. For 
example, a read operation on a file is programmed as

```
seg := READ(op_file_cap);
```

using the verify operation, the READ procedure checks that the parameter is an open file capa-
bility with read access and, if so, copies the contents of the file into a segment in the caller's 
address space.

Once the type and access fields of the capability have been validated upon procedure entry, 
they need not be checked again because the procedure is presumed certified by prior 
verification.

3.2 Distributed Objects

Each object in the system referenced by a capability has a descriptor block associated with it. The create procedure of a level allocates storage for a new instance of a descriptor block in a 
heap owned by that level on the host machine. It then generates a unique identifier and updates 
an identifier-to-descriptor mapping table so that other procedures in the level can locate the 
descriptor quickly when given the capability. Our model does not specify the organization of the 
mapping table or descriptor block heap. These structures may be optimized differently in each 
level of the system.

On each valid entry to a procedure in a level, the identifier field of each capability param-
ters must be mapped to a local descriptor block address. If the mapping procedure cannot find 
a descriptor block locally, it initiates a poll to find another machine that does. Eventually, the 
object is located and can be used remotely or moved to the local machine.

The most common instance of mapping failure will occur during the open operations for 
channels, files, or devices -- either the object does not exist anywhere in the system or it is
locked by a process on another machine. Programs must, following standard programming practice, contain appropriate checks for failures of operations that may apply to remote objects.

3.3 Implementation of Capability Operations

Figure 3.2 shows a full encoding of capabilities. The identifier field is refined to \((l, m, x)\) for local bit “I”, machine number “m”, local index “x”. The combination of \((\text{type}, l, m, x)\) acts as a global unique identifier among all types; hence, indices \(x\) can be generated as needed within each level of each machine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of call</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\text{CREATE}(id,local_bit))</td>
<td>If the type-mark in the current PSW is non-null, create a new capability with type field set to that mark, maximum access code, local bit set to the given value, and the identifier set to the given id. This operation is not available above user processes, level 13.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{VALIDATE}(p, n, (T1,a1),...,(Tn,an)))</td>
<td>Verify the capability addressed by “p”. This capability must be tagged as “cap”. For at least one (i=1,...,n) the following must be true: The capability contains “T(i)” in its type field and permits access at least as great as “a(i)”. If the local bit in the capability is set, then the “machine” field must contain the machine identifier of the local system. (Fails if these conditions are not met.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{ATTENUATE}(cap, mask))</td>
<td>Returns a copy of the given capability with the access field replaced by the bitwise AND of “mask” and the access field from “cap”.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 3.2: Specification of Capability operations.**

Table 3.2 shows the basic operations implemented by the capability level. The create-capability instruction can be executed only by create-object procedures, whose PSW’s contain non-null type-marks. The VALIDATE instruction is used to check that a given parameter is a capability of given types and access. The compiler of a procedure generates one VALIDATE
FIGURE 3.2: Format of basic capability.
instruction for each capability parameter. If the local bit is set, this instruction also checks that
the value of the machine field matches the local machine number. Figure 3.3 shows an example
of a procedure heading in a high level language and the VALIDATE instructions generated by the
compiler. The ATTENUATE instruction permits reducing the privilege contained in a capability.

High Level Language

```plaintext
procedure example(c1,c2,x)
    t1_cap c1 allows READ;
    t2_cap c2 allows WRITE;
    integer x;
    begin

    end
```

Figure 3.3 Compiler Generated "validate" Instructions

Generated Machine Instructions

```plaintext
deq: validate c1, 1, (t1,READ)
deq: validate c2, 1, (t2,WRITE)

return
```

The local bit in the capability, when on, denotes that this capability can only be used
correctly by procedures executing on the machine identified in the machine field. When a global
capability is converted to a local capability (e.g. by an open procedure), the object is moved (if
need be) to the requesting machine and a descriptor block for the object is created on that
machine. The local capability then references this descriptor block. Some capabilities always
have the local bit set (e.g. the segment capability).

The efficiency principle is satisfied by this model because each level in the system reserves
responsibility for the maintenance of its descriptor blocks. The type managers can optimize the
organization of the descriptors and mapping from capability indices to heap locations using stan-
dard techniques. No overhead is incurred within the type managers after the validate instruc-
tion has been performed because rights are not checked at each access to the object; program
verification compensates for any loss of correctness this may imply.
4. THE COMMUNICATIONS LEVEL

The communications level provides a single mechanism for exchanging information between two processes, independent of whether they are on the same or different machines.

The external interface presented by the communications layer is suggested by Figure 4.1, which shows Process 1 sending a sequence of segments to Process 2. The sequence is moved across a channel, which is an object created and managed by the communications layer. When the two processes are on the same machine, the queue of segments is in shared memory, whereupon the READ and WRITE operations reduce to the familiar "send" and "receive" for message queues [Drin73].

Figure 4.2 illustrates what happens when the two processes are on different machines. The communications layer must implement the network protocols required to move information reliably between machines. These protocols can be greatly simplified compared to long-haul protocols because congestion and routing control are not needed, packets cannot be received out of order, fewer error types are possible, and errors are less common [PopW81].

Specifications for six channel operations are outlined in Table 4.1. There are commands to create and delete channels. A channel capability can be passed to another machine (over an existing open channel) for later use by a companion process on that machine; a channel capability can also be listed in the directory hierarchy, whereupon the channel becomes accessible throughout the system. There are commands to open and close channels: the sender and receiver must each open the channel; at most one sender and one receiver are allowed. And there are read and write commands for moving a segment of information across the channel.

If the sender and receiver are on different machines, a connection protocol assures the consistency of the two open channel control blocks and a network protocol manages information transfer. If the sender and receiver are on the same machine, the segments can be exchanged by passing pointers in shared memory without the overhead of network protocols. The open channel control block tells the READ and WRITE operations which case applies.
FIGURE 4.1: User's view of a channel.
FIGURE 4.2: Internal view of communications level.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of call</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ch_cap := CH()</td>
<td>Creates a new channel and returns a channel capability for it; if the caller then stores this capability in a directory entry, the channel becomes available throughout the system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELETE.CH(ch_cap)</td>
<td>Undoes a create channel operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>op.ch_cap := OPEN(ch_cap, rw)</td>
<td>Opens the channel named by the channel capability; returns an open channel capability with write permission enabled if rw=&quot;write&quot; and read permission enabled if rw=&quot;read&quot;. (Fails if the channel is already open for writing when rw=&quot;write&quot; or reading when rw=&quot;read&quot;). If both sender and receiver are on the same machine, the open channel control block will indicate that segments can be transferred directly from sender to receiver.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOSE(op.ch_cap)</td>
<td>Undoes the open channel operation. (Uses the write/read permission bits in the capability determine which open operation to undo.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRITE(seg, op.ch_cap)</td>
<td>Causes the segment named by the given segment to be transmitted over the given open channel. (Fails if the open channel capability does not contain write permission.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seg := READ(op.ch_cap)</td>
<td>Waits until there is a segment in the channel to receive, then returns a pointer to it. (Fails if the open channel capability does not contain read permission.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 4.1: Specification of Communication Level Interface.**

Because user processes are defined at a higher level, it is not possible to open a connection directly to another user process. It is also not normally possible to open a connection directly to a primitive process; they are short-lived and not listed in the directory hierarchy.

It is possible to store a capability in a segment and send that segment over a channel to another machine. If the capability is of a type that can only be interpreted locally (i.e., on the machine that issued it), the other machines must refuse to interpret it. For example, a segment or open-channel capability defined on one machine does not map to a meaningful object on
another machine. This requirement is easy to implement in a machine's hardware because capabilities contain the identifier of the issuing machine and a local bit; the READ and WRITE operations do not check whether capabilities are in segments sent over channels.

If the design hierarchy were altered to allow global segments, channels would still be necessary: a communications layer would be required for reliable updating of directories on all machines and for synchronizing a sender and receiver. (The directory update problem will be described in the next section.)

5. THE DIRECTORY LEVEL

The directory level implements a systemwide directory structure that permits tree pathnames to be used as global names for any permanent object. Figure 5.1 shows that each entry of a directory contains Name, Access, and Capability fields for each object listed. The feasibility of a capability based directory system has been demonstrated in CAP [WilN79, NeeB77]. A directory containing only the self and parent entries is considered "empty".

Only capabilities for permanent objects may be placed in a directory. In the hierarchy of Table 2.1, this includes channels, directories, files, devices, user processes, type-marks, and extended types; it excludes segment pointers and capabilities for open channels, open files, and open devices, which have meaning only on the machines that issued them. Information about object attributes, such as ownership or time of last use, is kept in the object descriptor blocks maintained by the object manager levels.

The directory layer simply stores global capabilities but does not attempt to interpret them. The responsibility for mapping a capability to an object lies with the level that manages that type of object. The directory level cannot locate any object except a directory.

The directory layer also has the responsibility for ensuring that the directory hierarchy is consistent across all machines of the system. This can be accomplished by methods for
FIGURE 5.1: Format of a directory.
replication in a distributed database system [Sci80]. To control the number of update messages in a large system, the full directory database would be kept on only a small subset of machines (e.g., two or three) implementing a "stable store". Copies of the views of the directory database being accessed by a given user can be stored locally in a workstation after that user logs in. Operations that modify an entry in a nonlocal directory must send updates to the stable-store machines, which relay them to affected workstations.

A specification of the external operations of a directory level is given in Table 5.1. The specifications allow higher levels to create objects and store capabilities for them in directories. The ATTACH operation is used to enter an object capability into a directory under a given name; the DETACH operation undoes this. If the affected directory is nonlocal, both these operations must notify the stable store so that changes become effective throughout the system. Unattached objects will not be retained after termination of the user process that created them.

The ATTACH operation allows its caller to specify an access code that will apply to this entry and may reduce privileges enabled in the capability's access field. An access code can be complex, like Access Control Lists in Multics, or simple, like owner-group-public bits in UNIX. The access field of the capability returned by a SEARCH operation will be the AND of the access code pertaining to the owner of its caller and the access field already in the capability.

The ATTACH and DETACH operations are more complex when the object being attached is a directory. On creation, a directory capability is "local" and can be interpreted only on the creating machine. User processes can build directory subtrees rooted on a local directory; the ATTACH operations involved do not notify other machines. When a local directory is attached to a nonlocal directory, ATTACH must traverse the entire (local) subtree rooted at the (local) directory and notify the other machines; in so doing it must convert directory capabilities contained therein to nonlocal form. The ATTACH operation must also define the parent of the newly

---

3 This strategy incurs no additional cost relative to a strategy that notifies other machines as each entry is made in a directory. The same set of notifications must be issued sooner or later.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of Call</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>dir_cap := CR_DIR(access)</code></td>
<td>Allocate an empty directory with its permission bits set to the given access code. Return a capability for it. (This directory is not attached to the directory tree.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>DELETE_DIR(dir_cap)</code></td>
<td>Remove the given directory. (Fails if the directory is nonempty.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>ATTACH(obj_cap, dir_cap, access, name)</code></td>
<td>Make an entry of the given name in the given directory; store the given object capability and given access code in it. (Fails if the name already exists in the given directory or if the object is a directory whose parent is defined.) If the given directory is nonlocal, notify the update processes in other machines of the new entry for the given object. If the given object is a local directory: mark it as nonlocal and notify the update processes on other machines of the entire subtree rooted at this directory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>DETACH(dir_cap, name)</code></td>
<td>Remove the entry of the given name from the given directory. (Fails if the name does not exist in the given directory or if the named object is a nonempty directory.) If the given directory is nonlocal, notify the update processes on other machines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>obj_cap := SEARCH(dir_cap, name)</code></td>
<td>Find the entry of the given name in the given directory and return a copy of the capability stored therein. Set the access field in this capability to the minimum privilege enabled by the access fields of the directory entry and the capability. (Fails if the name does not exist in the given directory.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>seg := LIST(dir_cap)</code></td>
<td>Return a copy of the contents of the directory. (A user-level program can interrogate the other levels for other information about the objects listed in the directory -- e.g., date of last change.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 5.1: Specification of a Directory Manager Interface.**

attached directory; `ATTACH` fails if a parent is already defined.

The `DETACH` operation only removes entries from directories; it does not delete the object to which the capability points. To delete an object, the `DELETE` operation of the level that
manages that type of object must be used. To minimize inadvertent deletions, DETACH and DELETE operations fail if applied to nonempty directories.

The SEARCH operation returns the capability stored with a given name in a directory; a search usually precedes other operations on an object, e.g., opening and reading a file. The LIST operation provides the raw data used by a formatting program to prepare a summary of the objects listed in a directory.

The specifications in Table 6.1 are not intended to be a complete set of operations for a directory manager. (For example, we specified no command to change the access field in a directory entry.) The purpose is to illustrate the possibility of replicating the directory structure consistently among several machines.

6. FILES AND DEVICES

The simplest model of a file system assumes that a file must be opened to be read or written, a file may be open by at most one process at a time, read operations return a copy of the entire file in a segment, and write operations replace the file with a new version contained in a segment. (This is part of the "version model" of objects in many distributed database systems [ReoS86].)

Likewise, a simple model of device management assumes that a device must be opened to be read or written, at most one process can open a device at a time, a device driver for a readable device returns the results of read operations in segments, and a device driver for writeable devices assumes each portion of output is contained in a segment.

Because of the similarity of the channel, file, and device models, it is possible to define a single, generic interface for these three types of objects. A specification appears in Table 6.1. A generic interface is important because it permits the three types of objects to be connected interchangeably to a process. A programmer need not know whether the input (output) stream
of a program comes from (goes to) a channel, file, or device. By achieving independence from the medium through which input and output streams flow, the interface helps make many programs look like software parts usable in many contexts. This property, called input-output independence, is critical to the success of UNIX [Hit74].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of Call</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>op.T_cap := OPEN(T_cap, rw)</td>
<td>Open a connection to the object of type T for reading (if rw=&quot;read&quot;) or writing (if rw=&quot;write&quot;). Return a local capability pointing to the open connection. The access code in the open connection capability is set to the value of rw.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOSE(op.T_cap)</td>
<td>Close the connection specified by the given open connection capability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seg := READ(op.T_cap)</td>
<td>Store a copy of the state of the given, open object in a segment and return a pointer to it. (Fails if the given open connection capability does not enable reading.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRITE(op.T_cap, seg)</td>
<td>Set the state of the given open object to the value contained in the given segment. (Fails if the given open connection capability does not enable writing.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 6.1: Specification of a Generic Channel, File, and Device Interface.**

In a multi-machine system, the file and device levels must deal with a problem not present in single-machine systems: nonlocal objects. Suppose a process opens a connection to a file located on a different machine. What happens? There are two alternatives:

1. Open a pair of channels to a process on the file's home machine; the read and write command are relayed via the forward channel to that surrogate process for remote execution; results are passed back over the reverse channel.

2. Move the file from its current machine to the machine on which the file is being opened; thereafter all read and write operations are local.
Both methods are feasible. An instance of the first is in the Berkeley Version 4.2 UNIX system [JoyCD2]. An instance of the second is the Purdue STORK file system [ParT92].

Similarly, suppose a process opens a connection to a device on a different machine. What happens? Here, the second alternative for files is not open because devices cannot migrate. Only the first is feasible.

The open connection control block for a channel, file, or device indicates whether READ and WRITE operations can be performed locally or must interact with a surrogate process on another machine through an open-channel capability embedded in that control block. Because the open-connection capability is local, the READ and WRITE operations do not have to deal with the problem of finding a nonlocal object; they simply access the object through the control block.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the types of capabilities generated and used during a typical session, editing a file. Capabilities are shown in abbreviated format (cap, type, access, identifier). The file system's heap contains descriptor blocks for local file x, nonlocal file x', local open file y, and nonlocal open file y'. The descriptor for y' contains an open-channel capability to a process on the machine on which the file resides. The steps in the editing session are:

1. Obtain a capability c1 = (cap, file, RW, x) for the file by searching a directory.
2. Open the file for reading, obtaining the capability c2 = (cap, op...file, R, y) := OPEN(c1, read).
3. Open the file for writing, obtaining the capability c3 = (cap, op...file, W, y) := OPEN(c1, write).
4. Read the file, obtaining a segment pointer s = (seg, RW, z) := READ(c2) to a copy of the whole file.
5. Edit the contents of the segment.
6. Using an operation WRITE(c3, s), replace the file with the contents of the edited segment.
FIGURE 6.1: Illustration of an editing session.
7. Close the file. Delete the capabilities and the segment.

The basic file system operations can be improved in two ways. One is to allow multiple readers and writers. Another is to retain different revisions of a file using a version control system [Tich82].

7. EXTENDED TYPES

The extended types level supports user-defined, abstract data types. Level 5 provides capabilities that efficiently protect a small set of basic types known to the operating system. Level 14 extends these capabilities.

Extended capabilities have the same requirements as listed in Section 3. They act like protected, virtual addresses for shared objects. The objects are created and manipulated by software packages stored in libraries. While we are willing to assume the operations contained in those packages are verified, we are not willing assume user programs will call them with the proper access rights or the proper parameters. Type and access errors cannot be prevented outside extended-type packages because most programming languages lack facilities to express such restrictions -- and because language systems do not usually enforce these restrictions rigorously, even if they can be specified. Therefore, extended-type operations must check types and access rights of capability parameters.

Our approach takes a middle ground between a pure compile-time check as proposed in [Jon76] and a pure runtime check, as implemented in Hydra [Wall81] or CAP [WilN79]. Pure compile-time checking is unrealistic because most languages and language systems in use today do not support access controls on typed objects. All known implementations of pure runtime checking are too expensive. Our model is language independent and can be implemented with adequate efficiency. It assumes that a package has been verified before use, and that a package managing objects of a certain type is the only program that may generate capabilities for that type.
FIGURE 7.1: Formats of basic and extended capabilities.
Figure 7.1 compares basic and extended capabilities. The only difference is that the extended capability has a type extension field that stores a type-mark (XT). The original type field is set to "ext" to indicate the presence of an extension field.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of call</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>type_cap := CR_TCAP()</td>
<td>Create a new capability with the type field set to &quot;type&quot;, an empty access field, and a unique id derived from the machine number and the clock.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ext_cap := CR_XCAP(type_cap, local_bit)</td>
<td>Create a new extended capability with a unique identifier derived from the given local bit, the machine number, and the clock. The type extension field is identical to the identifier contained in the given type-capability. The access field permits maximum access.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X_VALIDATE(c, type_cap, a)</td>
<td>Verify the extended capability addressed by &quot;c&quot;. This capability must be tagged as &quot;cap&quot;, contain &quot;ext&quot; in the type field, contain type_cap.id in the type extension field, and permit access at least as great as &quot;a&quot;. Fails if these conditions are not met.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ext_cap := X_ATTENUATE(ext_cap, mask)</td>
<td>Return a copy of the given extended capability with the access field replaced by the bitwise AND of &quot;mask&quot; and the access field from &quot;ext_cap&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 7.1: Extended Capability Operations**

The interface presented by the extended types level is given in Table 7.1. The function CR_TCAP returns a type-capability. Its type field is set to "type" and its identifier field contains a unique type-mark. Its access bits are irrelevant.

The function CR_XCAP generates an extended capability. It sets the type to "ext", stores the identifier of the given type-capability into the extension field, and constructs a new identifier out of the given local bit, the machine number, and a unique number derived from the clock. CR_XCAP should encrypt the clock value as an additional measure of protection against attempts...
to forge capabilities by tampering with the clock. (Encryption makes it extremely difficult to
determine what clock value produced a given identifier.)

The functions X_VALIDATE and X_ATTENUATE work like VALIDATE and ATTENUATE, respec-
tively, except that they operate on extended capabilities. X_VALIDATE is used to check capability
parameters in the same way as VALIDATE (see Figure 3.3). For fast execution, it should be imple-
mented as a machine instruction.

A programmer who decides to make a new package publicly available must obtain a unique
type-capability and register it in a standard directory. For example,

\[
\text{ATTACH(CR_TCAP(), "/type", access, "T")}
\]

creates a new type-capability and stores it with name "T" in the directory "/type".

The create operation in a package for an extended type must first allocate a new object and
its descriptor block. Then it issues an extended-type capability with the proper type-mark by
executing

\[
exxcap := CR_XCAP(SEARCH("/type", "T"). local_bit).
\]

Finally, it reads the identifier from this new capability and enters it into a hashtable to define a
mapping from the capability to the corresponding descriptor block. If the local bit is off, the
programmer must provide additional software to help other procedures of the package look up
capabilities on other machines.

This model assumes that a package is a trusted subsystem which has been verified to han-
dle its objects according to specifications and does not collaborate with other packages to cir-
cumvent the checking of capabilities. The model does not permit strong solutions to the mutual
suspicion problem, the modification problem, or the confinement problem [Wul61]. However,
the assumption that verified packages can be trusted is reasonable in practice. Within this
model, capabilities need be checked only at procedure entry, thereby permitting an efficient
implementation of extended types.
**FIGURE 8.1: User Process Descriptor Block.**

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>param = ( ... )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primitive Process Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address Space Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>count</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

- Invocation parameters
- Current directory
- Open connection, input
- Open connection, output
- Parent process capability
- Signal variable of parent
- Primitive Process
- Segment Table Pointer
- Signal from children
SOURCE is either a readable device (e.g., a keyboard) or a file. The SINK is either a writeable device (e.g., a display) or a file. The shell obtains capabilities for the components of the pipeline by a sequence of commands:

\[
c_1 := \text{SEARCH(dir.cap, "SOURCE")}; \\
c_2 := \text{SEARCH(dir.cap, "F")}; \\
c_3 := \text{CR.CH()}; \\
c_4 := \text{SEARCH(dir.cap, "G")}; \\
c_5 := \text{CR.CH()}; \\
c_6 := \text{SEARCH(dir.cap, "H")}; \\
c_7 := \text{SEARCH(dir.cap, "SINK")};
\]

where \(c_3\) and \(c_5\) are capabilities for channels between program pairs \((F,G)\) and \((G,H)\), respectively. The shell then creates and resumes user processes that execute the three components of the pipeline, and awaits their completion:

\[
\text{RESUME(FORK(c2, . cur.dir, OPEN(c1, read), OPEN(c3, write), signal));} \\
\text{RESUME(FORK(c4, . cur.dir, OPEN(c5, read), OPEN(c6, write), signal));} \\
\text{RESUME(FORK(c6, . cur.dir, OPEN(c7, read), OPEN(c7, write), signal));} \\
\text{JOIN(signal, 3);} \\
\]

Finally the shell can delete these processes and acknowledge completion of the entire command to the user (by a "prompt" character).

3. CONCLUSION

We have shown that the levels model can be used to describe the functions of a multi-machine operating system. Systems conforming to this model will be coherent because the physical locations of objects are hidden by the levels that manage them. They will be fault tolerant because each user machine contains a full copy of the operating system and a subset of the objects.
Two important assumptions underlie the model. The verification principle holds that reasonable steps have been taken a priori to establish that all operating system components, and all extended type packages, meet their specifications. The efficiency principle holds that all functions should be simple and compact. Verification supports efficiency by reducing the amount of runtime checking needed. Efficiency supports verification by reducing the complexity of system components.

The most significant new aspects of the model are its approaches to object management, capabilities, and directories. Each level of the system is the manager of a set of objects; it has full responsibility for mapping object identifiers to object instances, for relocating objects in the storage hierarchy of its machine, and for finding objects stored on another machine. Distributing the responsibility for object management in this way greatly improves the potential for efficiency because each level can use standard algorithms, data structures, and optimizations and does not have to use a central mapping service. Distinguishing local from nonlocal objects permits the efficient methods of shared-memory operating systems to be used when possible; the network is searched only when needed. To support remote searching and object use, the network communications level is placed below all the levels implementing sharable objects.

Capabilities are important because they obviate most runtime checks. They must be reformulated for multi-machine systems. The authorization for a process to hold a capability is checked once, when the capability is issued. The procedures of a level validate capability parameters once, on entry, by compiler-generated instructions; no further checking of capabilities is needed inside the level. Although hardware protects capabilities from alteration, it allows them to be read. This leads to a great simplification of mechanism whose reduced security is compensated by the presumed verification of programs authorized to use them.

A short form of capabilities can be used for system objects known a priori (Levels 9-13). The full generality of long capabilities is required only in the extended types level, which can be situated very close to the user interface.
The directory hierarchy, which is visible on all user machines, provides a uniform name space for all sharable system objects. The directory function can be generalized cleanly from its traditional role by storing capabilities rather than file identifiers in directory entries. No user machine has a full copy of the directory structure; it only caches the view with which it is currently working. The full structure is maintained by a small set of "stable store" machines.

The model can handle a heterogeneous system consisting of general purpose user machines, such as workstations, and special purpose machines such as stable stores, file servers, and supercomputers. Only the user machines contain the full operating system. The special purpose machines require only a simple operating system capable of managing local tasks and of communicating on the network.
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